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Abstract

Problems were presented to 13 subjiicts in which letters were to be
added or subtracted (e. g., B + D = ? or F - ? = D). After each
problem, each subject gave a retrospective protocol indicating the
way in which the problem was solved. Models of performance by
each subject in each experimental session shared major properties;
choices by all subjects depended on a few features of the problems.
Individual differences consisted in the features that were included in
a subject's choice procedure and the criteria applied in choices based

-on the features that were used.
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INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES AND SELECTIVE
PROCESSES IN COGNITIVE PROCEDURES

James G. Greeno, John G. Green°, and Charles A. Perfetti

Learning Research and Development Center
University of Pittsburgh

Many analyses of cognitive procedures are composite models,
based on trends that are observed in performance -of groups of sub-
jects. Occasionally, models have been fit to data of individual subjects.
using trends that are observed on a heterogeneous set of problems.
In these studies, various models are formulated, representing differing
ways in which a task can be performed. The models imply different
patterns of difficulty in the set of problems given to subjects, and data
in the form of latencies or freauencies of errors are use-.1 !select the
model that Lest fits the data that are obtained. However, in relatively
complex tasks it seems likely that individuals perform according to
different procedures, or that a single individual uses different proce-
dures to solve different problems. To investigate differences between
procedures- used by different'individuals, or by a single individual on
different problems, it is helpful to obtain more detailed observations,
such as thinking-aloud protocols, that make it possible to identify the
procedure used by each subject on each problem.

Introduction

The task that we examined involves arithmetic problems presented
using letters of the alphabet. Processes involved in doing arithmetic
the ordinary way, with numbers, have been studied extensively. In
several studies, measurements of latency have been the basis for



concluding that simple addition and subtraction problems are solved
by a variety of procedures based on counting. For simple addition
problems of the form rn + n = ? , the model that agrees best with
latency data is one in which a counter is initiated at the value of the
larger addend, and then incremented the number of times indicated
by the smaller addend. - This model implies that latency should be
approxiMately a linear function of the smaller addend, and this agrees
with data obtained with adult subjects and fifth-grade subjects (Groen
& Parkman, 1972) and with some preschool subjects who were taught
to --co th addenda, but who apparently invented the procedure of

from the larger addend during a series of practice problems
(Groen & Resnick, 1977). For simple subtraction problems of the
form s n = , a mixture of procedures is apparently used. According
to one model, a counter is initiated at xi, then incremented the number
of times needed to reach s, and the answer is the number of increments
that occurred. According to a second model, the counter is initiated
at s_ then decremented a number of times equal to n; and the answer
is the value reached by the counter., (An alternative is to start the
'counter at a trial value a few numbers below s, count up to s, and if
the number of increments equals n, report the trial value as the answer,
otherwise adjust the trial value appropriately. ) The first model implies
that latency should be approximately a linear function of the differences
between s and xi; the second model implies that latency should be approx-
imately a linear function of n. Data obtained with second- and fourth-
grade subjects were fit best by a regression line where latency is a
function of the smaller of n and s xi; that is, for most subjects the
procedure that was used for a given problem was the one that involved
the smaller _number of increments or decrements (Woods. Resnick,
& Groen, 1975). In Groen. and Poll's (1973) study of third-grade
subjects solving missing addend problems, latencies on problems of
the form m + ? = s were consistent with the findings for simple
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subtraction problems. Latencies on problems- of the form ? + n = s
were not consistent with any simple model.

The letter-arithmetic task that we studied is analogous to ordinary
arithmetic. For example, for the problem B + D = ? the answer is F,
which is two litters (B) beyond D. For the problem G ? = D, the
answer is C. (D is three letters [C] before G.) This task can be done
using a variety of procedures and the general approach used for a prob-
lem can be reported by a subject. For example,, after solving B + D = ? ,

a subject can easily report whether the solution was obtained: (a) by
translating B to 2 and D to 4, finding the numerical sum, 6, and then
translating back toa letter; or (b) by translating B to 2 and counting
up that number of times in the alphabet, starting with D; or by some
other method. On the other hand, although letter-arithmetic problems
are complex enough to be performed by differing procedures that seem
available to introspection, they are simple enough to allow quite a large
number of problems to be performed by individual subjects. This per-
mitted us to obtain enough data from each subject to allow inferences
about the procedures used by each subject, and for subjects who used
a variety of procedures, to identify conditions in problems that influ-
enced selection of procedures for the various problems.

Our decision to study the letter-arithmetic task was motivated
partly by an interest in a more detailed study of processes of solving
simple arithmetic problems. Difficulties of obtaining thinIcing-aloud
protocols from young children made it seem desirable to use a task in
which adult subjects could provide useable data. It seems a reasonable
conjecture,. supported by results cited above, that.children's solutions
of addition and subtraction problems depend on their knowledge of the
ordered sequence of numbers. Letter-arithmetic might provide an
analogous task for adults, since our knowledge of the alphabetic sequence
is strong, but we have not acquired an elaborate set of relations on the



alphabetic sequence as we have on the numeric sequence. We also
hoped that analysis of processes of solving a variety of problems,
including addition and svtl,rak-Uon sentences with unknown terms in
all three positions, might shed some light on the process of compre-
hension involved in selection procedures to solve problems requiring
different operations.

Arithmetic Methods

There are several possible ways of solving problems of addition
and subtraCtion with letters. The most obvious method, for someone
who knows ordinary arithmetic well, is to translate each letter of a
problem into its corresponding number, perform the operation of
addition or subtraction that is called for in the problem, and finally
translate the result back into its corresponding letter, which is the
answer. This is shown as a flow chart labeled Method I in Figure 1
for problems requiring addition, and in Figure 2 for problems requiring
subtraction. In these and later flow chart representations the input
presumes a notation that varies among problem formats. For the
methods shown in Figure 1, m is the first addend given in an addition
problem presented with a plus.sign, but if the 7roblem has a minus
sign with the first term unknown, m is the term to the right of the
equal sign. For example, the problem B + E = ? would be encoded
with m as B and n as E; however, the problem ? B = E would be en-.--
.coded with m as E and n as B. In problems requiring subtraction, the
notation must specify which term, is to be subtracted from the other
and the larger term is always encoded ass in the notation of Figure 2.
Another notational matter concerning Figures 1 and 2 is the use of
arrows in the boxes representing operations. The arrows denote
assignment operations in which a variable is giver a value. For ex-
ample, the fourth box of Method I represents the operation of adding
the numbers x and and assigning the result as the value of z.
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METHOD I

Input
m.n

Translate:
Number (m)

Translate:
Number (n)foy

Add:
x + y Z

Translate:
Letter (z)o, a

Report
Answer:

METHOD II

Input
m,n

Nir

Choose:
Larger (m.n)

(Smaller (m.n)--rb)

Translate:
Number (b) I. x

ves

Report
Answer: a

Figure I. Methods for solving problems: m + n= ? and ? n = m.
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Translation operations are regiresented as functions. For example,
the second box of Method I represents the operation of finding the
number that corresponds to m and assigning that number as the value
of x. The operations of adding and subtracting numbers are left un-
analyzed here. For adult subjects, these probably involve relatively
direct retrieval of stored information, although the time required for
retrieval seems to depend on the sizes of the numbers involved in the
retrieval (Groen & Parkman, 1972).

Method II in Figure 1. solves problems requiring addition by counting
up from the larger of two addends. The main part cf this processor is
a counter that can be initiated at any letter and incremented to give the
next letter in the alphabet. This is done in conjunction with a numeric
counter so the number of increments is known. Suppose the problem
is E + B =?. E and . are encoded as the values of rn and n, respec-
tively. The larger addend, E, is identified; the smaller addeid, B, is
translated to its corresponding number, 2.. The alphabetic counter is
initialized at E, and the numeric counter at zero. Then both are incre-
mented until the numeric counter reaches 2, and the letter that was
reached is the answer. Subjects often use their fingers in using this
method; for example, saying "E, F (first finger), G (second finger),
C-1"

A closely related method for subtraction problems is shown as
Method II in Figure 2. Here the counter is used to find the length of
the interval separating two letters. The letter that is to be subtracted
is identified and is used to inf,tialize the alphabetic counter. The
numeric counter is initialized at zero. Then the counters are incre-
mented until the alphabetic counter has reached the other letter in the
problem. The number of increments that occurred is translated into
a letter, which is the answer. For example, if the problem is E - B =
? , the alphabetic counter starts at B, the numeric counter starts at

6
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METHOD I METHOD 11

Input
s,m

Translate:
Number Is)

Translate:
Number im)

Subtract:
z y

Translate:
Letter E x)

Report
Answer: a

-

Figure 2. Methods for solving problems: ? m = s, ? = S. s ? = M.
and s m ? - continued



METHOD III

Translate:
Number (m)..y

Set: OL*x

Increment a

Increment x

, 110
= S

Increment b Estimate:
before b

METHOD IV

Input
s.m

4,

Translate:
Number (m)wy

Generate:
Sequence before s

, r2 r.t, s)

i---
Set: s .. a

Set: 0

Decrement a

Increment x

Report I

Answer: b

Figure 2 (continued).
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Answer: 2



zero. Each counter is increMented until the alphabet counter has
reached E. The nurneric counter will have reached 3. Three is
translated to C, which is the answer. Fingers are often used here
also for the numeric counting; for the example, "B, C (first finger),
D (second finger), E (third finger), CI"

A third method for subtraction is shown as Method III in Figure
2. This is equivalent to counting backward to find the answer, but
our introspections, as well as those of the subjects who were in our
experiment, suggested that counting backward in the alphabet of letters
is difficult and infrequent. Note that if it were possible to count back-
ward, a method for subtracting would be like Method II for addition.
The letter to be subtracted would be translated to a number, and the
alphabetic counter would be decremented a nu.mber of times equal to
that number. For example, for H B = ? , "H, G (first finger), F
(second finger), -F I" Without the capability of counting backward, a
system can begin a forward count at some reasonable point ahead of
the target letter and see whether the interval turns out to be correct.
For example, for H - B =_? , the letter to be subtracted, B, is trans-

. lated to 2. -Then an estimate is made--it might be E. The alphabetic
counter is initialized at E and incremented. After each increment,
two tests are made; "Have I reached H? " and "Have I made two incre-
ments yet? " For H - B-= ?, starting with E. two increments will
occur first. In the version of Method III shown in Figure 2, anew
starting point will be chosen by incrementing E to F, and testing that
possibility. 'There are plausible alternative remedies to those shown
in Figure 2; for example, the discrepancy could be counted and used
to adjust the initial trial letter. Another plausible idea is that if the
initial try is wrong, another 'method, such as Method I or Method II,
could be used to find the answer. However, the basic method of
estimating and. testing is the characteristic that distinguishes Method
III from the other methods.
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We anticipated the occurrence of Methods I, II, and III on the
basis of our own introspections and earlier work (especially Woods,
Resnick, & Groen, 1975). An additional method was used by subjects
in our experiment often enough to merit showing it. The main innova-
tion is a mechanism for generating a short sequence of letters that can
be recorded in working memory and used as a way of locating the letter
that i6 in a specified position. It is apparently difficult to count back-
ward in the letter alphabet by retrieving information from long-term
memory. However, if a short sequence of letters is put into short-
term memory, it seems easier to determine which letter is in a
specified position. For example, to solve the problem H - B = 7 using
Method IV, B would first be translated to 2. Then a short sequence
would be generated, perhaps "E, F, G, H." With this sequence at
hand, the system would find the letter tkiat occurs two positions before
H. In the version shown in Figure 2, this is done by counting backward.
Note that this method can fail. The sequence that is genera;ed may
not be long enough to contain the answer. Figure 2 does not show a
recovery procedure for this eventuality. One possibility would be to
try again with a longer sequence. A more likely possibili: ,- would be
to use a different method.

Experiment

Given a variety of possible methods for solving problems in letter-
arithmetic, it seemed worthwhile to observe a few subjeets to see
Whether there would be stable individual differences and whether
different problems would be solved in reliably different ways.

Method 1
Materials. A set of 27 problem cts was constructed. Each

fact consisted of a triple of letters including two addends and their

10
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sum. The first nine letters of the alphabet were divided into three
subsets: small (A, B, C), medium (D, E, F), and large (G, H, I).
Each of the letters in every subset was combined with one of the letters
from each subset to form the 27 problem facts. Thus, there were
three facts having the first and second adder.ds from the small subset,
three facts with the first addend small and the second medium, three
facts with the first addend small and the second large, and so on. The
individual letters occurred with approximately equal frequency in the
27 facts.

Each of the problem facts was used to form six problems. Denote
the two addends as in and n. and the sum as s. The six problems then
have the forms. (a) ? + n = s; (b) m + ? = s; (c) m + n = ? ; (d) ? - n = m;,
(e) s - ? = rn; and (f) s - n = ?. A total of 162 problems were constructed
from the 27 facts.

The 162 problems were divided into three sets of 54 problems each.
Each set of problems had nine examples of each problem form, and an
approximate equalization was made of the occurrences of the various
letters in each set.

Design.. subjects, and procedure. Subjects were 12 University of
Pittsburgh students who received,course credit in Introductory Psy-
chology for their participation. There were two conditions with six
subjects run in each condition. In one condition subjects gave thinking-
aloud protocols while solving a set of 54 problems immediately after
being introduced to the task., Four of these six subjects returned for
a second experimental session the following day when they received a
set of 108 practice problems and then gave protocols on a second set
of 54 problems. Subjects S5, Sb, S7, S8, S9, and S13 were in this
condition, and thus gave a set of protocols before having a session of
practice problems. Subjects SS, Sb, S7, and S9 returned for the
second session, and thus gave a second set of protocols after having



practice both on the initial 54-item problem set and on a 108-item
practice set.

In the second condition, subjects were given a series of 108 prac-
tice problems after being introduced to the task. These practice
problems were worked with pencil ant paper during the first experi-
mental session. These six subjects: Si , SZ, S3, S10, Sil, and S12,
returned for a second experimental session the following day when
they gave protocols on a set of 54 problems. Thus, these subjects
only gave protocols after having practice on the 108-item practice set.

In the sessions in which subjects gave protocols, each problem was
presented on an index card with the unknown term indicated by an
asterisk. The subject was asked to give the answer to the problem
and then to explain how the answer was obtained, usually with the
question, "Flow did you get it? If the subject's response did not seem
sufficiently specific, the experimenter asked further questions until
he was satisfied that enough information had been obtained to know
whether individual letters had been translated into numbers and what
counting operations had been used. The sessions were recorded on
audiotape.

In the sessions involving practice problems, subjects were given
two sets of 54 problems as a paper-and-pencil test. In the condition
where practice problems were given in the first session, subjects
were simply asked to be as fast and accurate as possible and the
exercise was untimed. In the condition where practice problems were
given in the second session, the problems were presented without, a
time limit; but subjects were informed at the end of each minute of
work and were asked to mark the problem they had reached then. In
tie condition with practice given in the first session, the 108 practice
problems and the 54 protocol problems were all different, constituting
the three sets of 54 problems that were constructed for the experiment:
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In the condition with protocols in the first session, one problem set was
used for the initial set of protocols, the other two sets were used for
practice, and one of the sets used in practice was also used for the
final set of protocols so that subjects did not give both sets of protocols
on the same set of problems.

Results

Each problem solved by each subject was classified as to the.
method used according to the subject's retrospective protocol. A so-
lution was classified as Method I if the subject mentioned either the

'numerical value or a method of translation for finding the numerical
value for each of the letters given in the problem. For example,
Method I would be assigned to the solution of H - D = * if the subject
said, "D is four, and I remembered G is seven, so H is on more.
Then I subtracted." A solution was classified as Method II for addition
if some reference was made to counting up from one of the terms, for
example, for the problem * D = H, "I counted up four from H." A

' solution was classified as Method II for subtraction if reference was
made to counting between the given terms; for example, for the problem
H D = *, "I counted from D to H and got four." Method III or Method
IV was assigned if a subject referred to a relation involving the size
of.the smaller term; for example, for the problem D - A = *, "C and
D are right next to each other," or for the problem I - * = B, "I
thought of G, H, I, so it's G."

Initially, solutions were classified into Methods I, II, and III.
However, further analysis led to the conclusion that Method IV also
occurred sufficiently often to merit its inclusion in the analysis, and
the recorded protocols were examined again-and reclassified. It was
possible to arrive at reasonably definite classification of 92% of
the Solutions; including four solutions in which it was clear that
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either Method III or Method IV had been used, though we could not deter-
mine which. The 8% of the solutions that could not be classified included
some where the subject's explanation was initUfficient, but also included
other forms of solution than the four categories we were using. Some
solutions were based on recall of nearly the exact problem from earlier
trials, such as having I = F by recalling * F = I. Other solutidris:.:
involved transformation of a problem into a more elaborate form, such
as a solution fdr I + D = * that involved counting from D to I (five steps)
and adding 5 to 8, which was obtained by doubling 4, the value of D.

Table 1 shows the number of solutions.of each type givers by each
subject. (The four uncertain solutions are given as Type III.) Choice
of methods did not appear to be changed substantially by practice.

-:Table 1

Frequencies of Solution Methods

Jr.

Subject Before Practice After Practice
I II III IV Unclassifiable I II III IV Unclassifiable

S5 41 5 2 0 6 45 7 0 2 2
S6 13 31 0 4 6 0 37 3 9 5
S7 52 0 0 0 2 46 0 0 0 8
S9 44 2 0 0 8 40 0 0 1 13
SS 43: 8 0 1 2
513 4 34 12 0 4
S. 39 10 0 0. 5
S2 48 4 2 O 0
S3 20. 26 0 8 0:.
sic 0 50 2 2 0
S.11 9 36 0 3 4
512 50 0 0 0 4

-.14
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Two of the subjects who gave protocols without initial practice, Sub-
ject S6 before practice and Subject 513 used Method II on a majority
of problems, and three of the subjects who practiced on 168 problems
before giving protocols, Subjects S3, 510, and Sil, used Method Ll.on
the majority of problems. The four subjects who piacticed extensively
between two protocol sessions used the same method in a majority of
cases in both of the problem sets in which protocols were given.

Analyses were performed to identify features of problems that
. influ-enced choice of solution methods. First, consider the different

forms of problems. Table 2 shows the frequencies of solution methods
for problems of different form. There were small differences between
the Methods chosen for problems stated with plus rather than minus
signs. The apparent difference between the two problem forms requir-
ing addition was not significant, t(15) = 1.6, 2 3 I0. There was a
significant tendency to choose Method I more often for subtraction
problems with minus signs than with plus signs (last two lines of the
table versus lines 3 and 4), 1(15) = 3. 1, 2. e . 01. However, the posi-
tion of the unknown term clearly had no substantial effect, as seen in
the virtual equality of line 3 with line 4 and of tine 5 with line 6.

Table 2
Frequencies of Solution Methods

Problem Form I II III IV Unclassifiable
m + Si is ? 90 41 13
? Ft = m 80 48 16
? + n ur s 73 44 8 3 16

-m + ? = s 75 48 3 7 .11
3 .? 1.1 m 89 29 5 11 10s n ? 87 36 5 8 8
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Q.

In all remaining analyses,' data are presented only from sessions
in which the subject used more than one solution method on a subotan-

.

tial number of problems. We defined sunstantial use as solution of six
or more problems with a method, and we omitted data from sessions
.in which only one method had a frequency of six or greater. The ses-
sions thus selected for further analysis were the following: Subject S5
after practice. Subject S6 before practice, Subject S6 after practice,
Subject S8, Subject S13, Subject SI, Subject S3, and Subject 511.

The various methods are easier to use for some problems than
for others. Method II is easy to use for problems requiring a small
number of counts., We defined the number of counting spaces as the
smaller of two addends in a problem of form m + n = ? or ? - n =
and as the number of letters between the two given letters in the other
forms. The number of counting spaces thus equals the number of
times that the incrementing loop would be used in solving problems
using Method II. The mean number of counting spaces was calculated
for problems solved in sessions where different methods were used on
a. substantial number of problems. The average number of counting
spaces was calculated for the problems solved by each method that
was used for at least six problems. The results are in Table 3.

Table 3
Mean Number of Counting Spaces for Problems

Solved Using Different Methods

Subject Method I Method U Method 111 Method IV

S5. After Practice 5.02 1.14

S6, Before Practice 5.62 3.35
...

56. After Practice 4.49 5.89

S8 5.14 1.88

S13 4.26 5.92

SI 4.5I 4.80 ,

S3 5.70 2.81 4.00

S11 4.78 3.92

16
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Note that for most of the subjects, the problems solved using Method II
were substantially easier using that method than were the problems
solved using Jther methods. The single exception appears to be Sub-
ject Si, for whom the number of counting spaces aid not have a sub-
stantial effect on the overall frequencies of solution methods.

Theoretical Analysis

Models of Individual Performance

Performance in each session where more than one solution method
was used on at least six problems was examined in detail and used as a
basis for formulating a model of the process of selecting a method.
These modals should be considered as summary clo-scriptione of the
data; they are not strongly constrained by theoretical considerations,
and the data do not provide strong tests of their validity. However,
they do provide a description of the choices of solution methods in a
way that relates the method to features of the problems and that.per-
mits relatively systematic comparisons between individual subjects.

The models were derived by informal examination of the features
of problems that were solved by various methods by each subject. A
list-of the problems solved in each way was made, and these lists were
scanned to find shared features. The features that seemed salient
were then included in a model of the selection process, formulated as
a decision network. Our major effort was to account for the choices
of methods that occurred a substantial number of times. However,
we included features in the model for choice of methods that occurred
rarely if the choices seemed consistent with general principles that
characterized' other subjects.

Figure 3 shows the model induced from the performance of two
subjects: Subject S5, in the session following practice,' and Subject S8.
These two subjects used Method I primarily, but used Method II

17



Left term

unknown ?

no

Right term

unknown ?
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no

Count up
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term

(METIIOD II)

Translate

and add

(METHOD I)

Figure 3. Model forSubjects S5 after practice and S8.

Generate

segment

before

other lemi,

locate

answer

(METHOD IV



(counting up) several times each, and used Method IV (generate and
locate answer) a few times.

The first two tests assumed to.occur are tests that determine
whether the problem requires addition --)r subtraction. uIn all of the
models, this' is assumed to occur through a simple ,process of pattern
recognition, involving the sign of the expression and the position of
the unknown term. Addition is required when the expression has a
plus sign and the unknown is to the right of the equal sign and when
the expression has a minus sign and the unknown is to the left of the
minus sign.

Subjects 55 and S8 were consistent with the general trend dis-
cussed earlier in using Method II when there was a small number of
counting spaces. For addition problems, this corresponds to having
a small term giveil in the problem, and for subtraction problems, it
corresponds to.havinethe terms close together--that is, having a
small gap between the terms. The tests for these two features are
labeled (a) and (b) in Figure 3, with Method II chotken if these tests
are positive and Method I chosen if they are negative. The process
in Figure 3, like most of the models we will present, does not dif-
feci-eiatiate between the two forms of addition problems, m + n = ? and
? - n = m. Recall from Table 2 that overall performance was very
similar for these two problem forms. Note that Figure 3 does not

.0Porgertide

141/4

a test for a small gap for subtraction problems when the
express iosskhas a minus sign. Subjects S5 and S8 never used Method IIt4e"
with subtraCtion problems having rxiinut3 signs, so a better fit to their
data is obtained if the test for small gap is assumed to occur only for
those subtraction problems resulting from missing. addends. In the
subtraction problems'rhere Method IV was used, the term to be sub -
tracted was small-'-in fact, it was always A. This 'test is indicated
as Tese(c) in Figure 3. Note that this test is not reached unless the
expression of the problem has a minus sign.. Agai4 this agrees with

19



the data obtained with these two subjects; Method IV was not used for
any problems having plus signs.

How well does Figure 3 predict the performance of Subjects S5
and S8? This depends on how one interprets the tests for small
terms and small gaps. One possibility would be to choose a cutoff
value for term size and gap size and assume that the test would suc-
ceed whenever the term or gap was smaller than that critical value.
This approach seems inappropriate for the present situation; subjectt
were not consistent in that way. -Another "approacl, is to examine the
frequency with which different terms and gap sizes occurred in prob-
lems where according to the model the tests would have been applied.
These are given in Table 4. The data are pooled from the two subjects.

Table 4
Frequencies of Outcomes of Hypothetical Tests

by Subjects S5 After Practice and 581
Minimum

Term
Test (a) Test (c)

Gap Size Test (b)
Yes No Yes -No Yes No

A 4 6 3 1 1 S 0
B. 4 8 0 0 2 0 2

C 0 2 0 2 3 2 2
D 0 6 0 8 4 0 0
E 0 3 0 4 5 0 6
F 0 0 0 6 6 0 6
G 0 0 0 6 7 0° 6.
k 0- 2 0 2 8 0 4
I .0 0 0 4 - 9 0 2.11

The results show that these features were relevant factors. No minimum
term larger than B and no gap larger than three were ever identified as
small. However, there were instances in which small letters and
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gaps apparently were not identified as orriall by the subjects. One
interpretation is that these subjects had a relatively strong preference
for using Method I and used that method unless they happened to notice
thataa particularly small letter or gap was present in a problem. This
idea corresponds to an assumption that tae tests shown in Figure 3 are
not applied to every problem.. Suppo that the dashed line it-Figure 3
represent possible paths through the decision network that are t- en
with some probability. Since the dashed lines avoid the feature tests,
it follows that the features are not tested on some trials. W.Ier they
are tested, the process can terminate with a choice of Met'011.1 ia: 9.-
Method IV, but a choice of Method I will occur for some Ir. -1';fr,Arzla Fri
which a small term or a small gap is present.

Figure/4 shows a model that accounts for the p' --...rmance f.....i.
Subject S64r.. the problems solved before practice. 'S6 had a preference
for Meth(/ 4;1 II rather than Method I and attic, Deed Method IV on a few
probl ins. On the.problerns involving addition, S6 always used Method
II hen

d
the smaller addend was A or B and used a mixture of Method I

Method II fa.r.,arger- addends; see the first columns of Table 5.

Table 5
Outcomes of Hypothetical Tests by Subject S6 Before Practice

Minimum Term
Test (a) Test (c)

Gap Size.
feg:t (b)

Yes No Yes No Yes No
A 4 0 3 0 1 3 0
B 2 0 1 2 2 0
C 1 3 0 2 3 0 0

. 1 0 0 I 4
E 2 0 0 1 5 1

F 0 1 0 2 6 0
G 0 0 0 2 7 1 1

H 0 I 0 2

I 0 0 0 1
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For tiroblezrks-with a plus sign and a missing addend, .56 usually used
Method U; three occurrences of Method I were not 'explicable. , The
arrangement of tests shown for subtraction problems with minus signs
was chosen because S6 chose Method IV for all these problems in which
an A occurred and then appeared to discriminate on the basis of the
gap size; see the two sets of columns in Table 5 for Tests (b) and (c).

A somewhat simpler model accounted for Subject 56's perform-
ance on the problems worked after pra:ctice. Recall from Table 1 that
Subject S6's-dVerall frequencies of solution methOdswere somewhat
differentl after practice than before... The model for performance after
practice is in Figure 5. After practice, S6 solved all addition prob-
lems using Method II. On subtraction problems, if the size of the
minimum term was not small, Method II was used. If the size of the
minimum term was small, S6 used either Method IV (nine times) or
Method III (three times). Table 6 shows that the discrimination made
in-the test of term size was quite sharp. Table 6 also shows the dis
crimination that would be made at Test (a) if it were assumed that the
size of the gap, rather than the size of the subtracted. term, were tested.

Table 6
Outcomes of Hypothetical by Subject S6 After Practice

Minimum Term Test (a) 'Position of Test (a)
Gap Size

Yes No Yes NO

A 6 0 1 2 0
B /ft 4 0 / 3 0

1 3
:.

3 2 2

1 0 4 4 3

E 0 6 5 3 1.4

F 0 4 6 2 1

G 0 2 7 2 0
H 0 4 8 2 2

I 0 3 9 2 '3
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`It seems quite likely that the decision to use Method III or Method IV
was based on' the size of the minimum term rather than on the size of
the gap.

Figure 6 shows the model that accounts for the performance of
Subject S13, who mainly used Method U, used Method III on 12 prob-.

lems, and used Method I on four problems whose salient features were
not clear to us. It seemed to us that the decision to use Method III
rather than Method II depended jointly on finding that the gap between
terms was not small, but that a small term was to be subtracted, as
shown on the right side of Figure, 6. The occurrences of this joint out-

-,

come are shown in Table 7 as xis; note that they tend to be concen-
trated in the upper right portion of the matrix, where small minimum
terms and large gaps are located.

Table 7
Outcomes of Test Pairs: Negative for Small Gap and

Positive_for a Small Term by Subject SI3 }.

Gap Size I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Minimum Term

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

0

0

0

x x x

o x x

ox ox

o x

O oo

00

oo

0 O 0

Note: x denotes choice of Method III, an outcome in agreement with feature tested:
o denotes disagreement with one or both features.
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Our effort to represent Subject Sl's performance in Figure 7 was
not very successful. Si had a strong preference for Method I. Method
II was used on two problems of the form ? - rt = m, but these two were
not similar in any noticeable way. Method II was also used on nine
subtraction problems, and although there appeared to be some relation-
ship between use of Method II and the size of the term to be subtracted,
tle et-e-lation was not a strong one, as Table 8 shows. A possibility is
that Si tended to use Method II when retrieval of the numerical equiva-
lents of the letters beemeddifficractice in the task would be
expected to lead to storage in memory of a fairly large set of associa-
tions between letters and numbers, especially if Method I was used'for
most problems. If the use of Method II was based on a failure to find
an association in memory during a brief search, there would be a ten-
dency for this to happen more frequently for problems with relatively
large terms, as occurred for Subject Si. Recall from Table 3 that
Subject SI's choices of solution methods did not depend strongly on
the number of counting spaces in the problems. The model shown in
Figure 7 is consistent with that general feature of this subject's per -
formance.

Table 8
Outcomes of Hypothetical Test by Subject S1

Test (a)
Minimum Term " Yes No

A 2 1

B 4 0

C 2 1

D 5 2

E 3 0

F 0 I

G 3 1

H I 2

1 1 2
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The model developed for Subject S3 is in Figure 8. As Table 9
shows, there was rather good discrimination in the hypothetical tests
for the size of the minimum-term and rather poor discrimination of
the size of the gap. Our conjecture is that for problems that did not
have a small term, S3 may have used Method II whenever the gap was
very small and, if it was not, considered Method I and used it if the
numerical values of the letters.in the problem were easy to retrieve,
otherwiee resorting to Method II.

Table 9
Outcomes of Hypothetical Tests by Subject S3

Minimum Term
Test (a) Test (c)

Gap Size
Test (b)

Yes No Yes No Yes No
A 4 0 r 0 1 6 0

B 2 0' 2 / 2 4 1

C 2 .1 1 2 3 1 1

D 0 3 1 3 ,-, 2 0

E 0 1 0 3 5 1 -.1

F 0 3 0. 3 '6 1 2

G 0 0 0 6 7 2 2

H 0 I 0 5 8 0 3

1 0 0 0 5 9` 1 A

The_model developed for Subject Sll is in Figure 9. SI 1 used
Method II on most problems. -- Method I was used on seven addition
problems and two subtraction problems. Although tliere was a rela-
tionship between choice of Method I and the size of the minimum
addend, there was some indication that Sll chose Method I when the
numerical values of the terms were known, as Table 10 suggests.
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Table 10
Outcomes of Hypothetical Tests by Subject S11

Minimum Term
Test (a)- Test (b)

Yes No Yes No

) A 3 1 2 0

B -1 0 1 0 V*3

C 2 2 0 3

D 2 ' 1 0 3

E 0 1 0 3

F 0 1 0 3

G 0 0 0 6

H 0 1 0 4

0 0 0 5......

A Composite Model

While the details of the models for individual subjects differed, it

turned out theit performance of all the subjects could be explained rea-

sonably well. . The set of arithmetic procedures that we considered

initially was nearly complete; Method IV was added in response to

performance of subjects. The selection of procedures by subjects

who used mose than one method also involved a considerable amount

of similarity across subjects. In all the models we have presented

here, the features tested are the size of the smaller term in the prob-

lem anc4 the size of the gap betvreen the two given terms. During the

development of these models, various different features were included

in tentative versions of models. For example, we considered the

possibility that some subjects were testing the size of a specific term,

such as the middle term in an addition -problem, rather than the size

of the smaller term regardless of its position. However, when we

examined the performance of subjects systematically. we always
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1..

came to the conclusion that the data were not explained any better by
the inclusion of thele alternative features.

It seems worthwhile to examine the relationship between proce-
dural selection and the sizes of the minirccuM term and the gap between
terms combining data across subjects. Combined data are more itable,
and although the conclusion drawn from them may not factually repre-
sent the processes of any single subject, they should provide a useful
characterization of group trends. The data used for this analysis were
the methods chosen in the eight sets of protocols for which indtvidual-

,
.

subject models were constructed. In the other eight cases, a-single.
method was used almost uniformly, so little izifcirmation could be
obtained about the process of selectizig a procedure. The composite
model is shown in Figure 10.

Reliability of effects in these data was estimated using. chi-
.

square tests based on frequencies pooled across subjects.. .These
teit statistics are proh*bly not distributed as chi-square under the
-null hypothesis, since each subject contributed.:several observations
to the datia, and hence the observations were not independent. On
the other hand, the test statistics give an inclication of the relative
sizes of effects compared with- differences that might occur because
of simple random variation. It also should be. kept in mind that the
composite model to be presented here is a kind of summary of the
general trends in the data rather than a model. that we think charac-
terises the performance of individual subjects.

First, consider problems that were solved by addition, with
formats XIM + n = ?' and ? n = m. Most subjects seemed to choose
Method II, counting up from the larger term, for these problems
more often when the smaller of the two terms was small. Figure 11
shows the influence of the size of the minimum term on choice of a
solution method for these problems. The data are the proportions
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of all problems having the various minimum terms that were solved,
respectively, by Method I, translating and adding, and by Method II,
ignoring problem solutions that could not be classified. (Note that
Methods I and U were the only ones found for these problems; so the
proportions must sum to 1.0. ) The difference shown in Figure 1,1

. _

is not large enough to be statistically significant, x 2 (6) = 7.58,
2 > . 20; however, the effect is systematic, and it seems reasonable
to conclude that the size of the minimum terrp,"was probably a factor

4

in at least some subjectsL choices of methods for solving thee prob-
lems. In Figure 10, the test for size of the minimum term for addi-
tion problems is shown as Test (a). We have no strong indications
of any cubstantial difference between the two formats of addition
problems. In problems with the forniat ? - n = rn, problems with
A or B as the minimum term were solved with Method U more often
(.71) than was the case for problems with format m + n = ? (.50);
however, the difference between the formats in choice of methods
was clearly nonsignificant, x2(5) = 3.50, E > .60. Because of this
absence of a difference, the model in Figure 10 shows a single pro-
cedure that is applied for problems with both the m + n = ? and
? - n =-m formats, as was true for all .the individual models except
those for Subjects S13 and Si.

In analyzing the problems that required subtraction, two factors
appeared to determine the choices of solution methods by individual,

.,subjects. One factor was the size of the minimum term of the prob-
lem; Method III, estimating and verifying, and Method IV, generating
a sequence and locating the-answer, were.,used!more,often in prob-.-,_
lems with small minimum terms. A second factor was the size of
the difference or gap between the two terms; Method II, counting
the size of the gap, was used more, often for problems in which the
gap was small. Two analyses were conducted with each of these

Az
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factors. With problems partitioned by their minimum terms, fre-
quencies of Method III and IV versus Method I and II were analyzed,
and frequencies of Method I versus Method II were then analyzed.
With problems partitioned by the sizes of gaps, frequencies of
Method II versus Methods I, III, and IV were analyzed, and fre-
quencies. of Method I versus Methods III and IV were then analyzed.
No.effort was made to separate Methods III and IV in the analyses
due to small frequencies of their use.

There was substantial evidence that subtraction problems with
minus signs, n = ? and s - ? = m, differed from missing addend
problems, ? + n = s and rn + ? = s, in choices of solution methods
by subjects, so these two sets of problems were analyzed sepa-
rately. Because of the differences, which will be documented
below, the model in Figure 10 has different procedures for choos-
ing methods for missing addend problems (plus sign, then negative
for "right term unknown? ") and subtraction problems (minus sign,
then negative for "left term unknown? "). There were no silbstan-
tial differences, between the two formats of subtraCtion problems
with minus signs nor between the two formats of missing addend
problems; the various test statistics will be reported as we present-,

, -

the analyses. -Thus, in Figure 10, there is a single procedure for
subtraction problems with minus signs and anothe-: single procedure
fore missing addend problems, with no .distinction depending on the
the loca.tioxi of the Unknown term.

Figure 12 shows the proportions of choice of solution methods
for subtraction ,problems with minus signs, partitioned by the size
of the gap betW'een terms in the problem, and Figure 13 shows the
data lox- 'subtraction problems with minus signs, partitioned by the
minimum term of the problem. The effect in Figure 124 in which
Method II was preferred foproblems with small gaps, but not for
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larger gaps, was significant. A chi-square teat of independence
between size of gap and choice of Method II versus the other methods
gave X2(8) = 21.13, 2 < . 01. (The two subtraction problem formats
did not differ significantly, x2(4) = 3.11, 2 > . 50.) Choices between
Method I and Methods III and IV were not influenced significantly
by the size of the gap, X2(5) = 1.92, 2 > . 80. (The two formats did
not differ, X2(3) = 1.69, 2 > . 6 O. )

In Figure 13, the effect in which Methods ILI and IV were used
more for problems with small minimum terms was reliable, X2(3) =

54.40, 2 = nil. (Difference between formats: X2(2) = 2.12, . 30.
Considering choices between Method I and Method II, there were
more-choices of Method I for intermediate minimum terms (C, D,
and E); however, the choices between Method I and Method II did
not depend significantly on the minimum term, x2(7) = 11.06,

> . 10, and since the apparent effect was nonmonotonic, it seems
most reasonable to attribute it to chance. (Differences between
formats: x2(4) = 1.66, P > . 70. )

The procedure for selecting methods for subtraction problems
with minus signs is shown on the right side of Figure 10. A ten-
dency to choose Method II if the gap is small is represented by
Test (e), and the choice of Methods III and IV for small minimum
terms is represented by Test (f).

Figure 14 shows the proportions of choice of solution methods
for missing addend problems, partitioned by the size of gap, and
Figure 15 shows the data for missing addend problems partitioned
by the minimum term. The effect in Figure 14 in which. Method II
is used predominantly for problems with small gaps was significant,
x 2(8) = 28.52, 2 = nil. (The difference between the two missing
addend problem formats was not significant, x2(4) = 3.70, P > . 40. )
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Choices between Method I and Methods III and IV were not signifi-
cantly influenced by the size of the gap, X2(1) = .55, P > .40.
(Difference between formats: X2(2) = .50, P > .60. )

In Figure 15, the effect in which Methods III and IV were used
predominantly in problems with small minimum terms was signifi-
cant, X2(1) = 12,46, R = nil. (Difference between formats: x2(2) =
1.25, 50.) Choices between Method I and Method II also were
significantly dependent on the minimum term of the problem,
X2(6) = 18.00, 2 < . 01; (Difference between formats: x2(4) = 1.17,
2 > . 80. )

A selection procedure that represents these effects is shown in
the central portion of Figure 10. Test (b) repiesents the tendency
to choose Method II if the gap is small. Test (c) represents a ten-
dency to choose Method III or Method IV if one of the terms is
small. Test (d) represents a test with a somewhat larger letter
as its criterion than the test for a small term at Test (c). For
example, C and l) prob-ably would not be small according to Test (c),
but also would probably not be large according to Test (d). Test (d)
is included because of the effect in Figure 15 where Method II was
preferred over Method I if'the minimum term was large. One
possible interpretation is that if both terms were large, subjects
were less likely to recall the numerical value of either term
directly. and choose Method II since in that method neither of the
terms given in the problem must be translated to its numerical
equivalent.

Now consider differences between subtraction problems with minus
signs and missing addend problerns., Comparing Figures 12 and 14,
the pattern of choice between Method II and the other mc.thods dif-
fered significantly between the two sets of problems, x2(5) = 18.68,
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2 < . 005. The difference consisted mainly in the greater frequency
of choosing Method II to solve rilissing addend problems generally.
Recall from Table 3 that this dIfference occurred -.and was signifi-
cant, where data from all subjects were analyzed. This could be
produced by the procedure in Figure 10 in two ways. First, the
test for size of gap applied to missing addends might be more
lenient than the_test applied to subtraction problems; Test (b)
might have a positive outcome more often than-Test (e). A sec-
ond factor is the inclusion of test (d), which leads to use of
Method II for some.problems in which the test for gap size has a
negative outcome.

Choices between Method I and Methods III and IV did not depend
on gap size differently in addition and subtraction patterns, x2(3) = 1. 09.
2 70. Recall that these choices were appa2:cntly independent of gap
size for both sets of problems.

Next, consider the dependence of solution method on the mini-
mum term of the problem, comparing Figures 13 and 15. First,
the choice of Method III or IV versus the other methods had adif-
ferent pattern inthe missing addend problems_from that in the sub-
traction problems with minus signs, x2(2) = 6. 89,E < . 05. In
terms of the model of Figure 10, this suggests that the test applied
to missing addend problems, Test (c), was a more stringent test,
providing a sharper discrimination than the test applied to subtrac-
tion problems with minus signs, Test (f).

Finally, the choice between Method. I and Method II depended on
the minimum term in different ways between missing addend problems
and subtraction problems with minus signs, X2(4) = 16. 99, 2 < . 005.
This is accounted for in Figure 10 by the inclusion of Test :43), which
makes the choice between Method I and Method U depend on the size
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of the minimum term in missing addend problems, but there is no
corresponding test in the procedure applied to subtraction problems
with minus signs.

The relationship between the composite model of Figure 10 and
. -

the models of individual subject& performance is fairly straightfor-
ward. Although the composite model omits some details that appear
in one or more of the individual models, it is approximately a combi-
natibn of the components of the lrariou's individual models. A simple
combination of components would occur, if for each feature of the
problems, individual subjects either ignored the feature or used it in
a way that was consistent with the other subjects who used the feature.
If choice of methods depended on a feature such as gap size in one way
for some subjects and in the opposite way for other subjects, then
pooling across subjects could have the effect of cancelling out effects
that were present for individuals and the composite model would appear
simpler than the individual subject models. This apparently did not
occur to any large extent. Instead, the combination of data across .
subjects appears to have reinforced most of the effects that were ob-
served in the performance of individuals and when the combination of
effects is taken into account, the composite medal is more complex
than any of the individual models.

The composite model can be considered as a generalization of the
individual models in the sense that models of individuals can be obtained
by selecting specific values of parameters of the composite model.
For each of the features tested in the composite model, each individual
has some probability of applying the test and if it is applied there is
some criterion-value of the feature that determines which outcome
the test will have. Each feature test can thus be characterized as a
probability distribution of test outcomes (Lea versus no) over the set of
values that the feature has in the set of problems, and this probability
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distribution varies from subject to subject. Another source of vari-
ation among individuals would involve the sequence in which features
are tested, perhaps reflecting salience of the features.

When individuals are compared with the composite model, most
of the differences involve absence of features in the individual models
that appear' is the composite model. This could be represented in
most cases as a probability of one for one of the outcomes. For ex-
ample, the model in Figure 5 for Subject S6 after practice is consid-
erably simpler than the composite model. Rather than Test (a), there
is uniform choice of Method II; this would correspond to a probability
of one of an outcome of yes at Test (a) in the composite. model. Subject
56's model would also require that the tests for a small term in sub-
traction problems, Tests (c) and (f), should precede the tests for gap
size, and that those tests, Tests (b) and (e), should have probability
one of a yes outcome. This would produce the performance of Subject
S6 in which Method III or IV was chosen when a small term was present,
and that Method II was chosen uniformly otherwise.

Figure 3 provides another example that clarifies the relationship
between the composite and individual models that we inferred. Test
(a) in the composite model appears in the model for Subjects 55 and
S8. The bias toward Method I could easily be represented as a prop-
erty of the probability distribution corresponding to the test. For
missing addend problems Test (b) in the composite model appears as
Test (b) in the individual model, bit if the outcome is no Method I is
uniformly chosen. This would require that Tests (c) and (d) in the
composite model are nonfunctional for 55 and S8. For subtraction
problems with minus signs Test (e) in the composite model would be
nonfunctional in the model for S5 and S8 and Test (f) would be present
and is shown as Test (c) in Figure 3.
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The various models of individual subjects' performance all can
be obtained from the composite model shown in Figure 10 in the man-
ner illustrated by the two models described above. That is, the
individual models that we inferred are obtained by deleting some teats
and by performing some changes in the order in which tests are per-
formed in the model shoWn in Figure 10.

Conclusions

A major objective 'of this study was the development of models
representing procedures used by different individual subjects. The
Models that we developed provided a reasonable account of the perfor-
mance of the various subjects. The data base for each model, co.3.-
slating of performance on 54 problems, does not permit very firm
conclusions that the features included in each model are an exact
characterization of the subject's congitive processes. More data
would probably show that same features affected performance on a
very small class of problems and could be neglected, or that other
features should be included to account for performance not observed
with the problems we used. On the other hand, a fair range of per-
formance was observed, and it may be reasonable to conclude that
the kinds of differences between subjects that occurred in this exper-
iment are representative of the nature of individual differences on

s task.\
The models that we developed differ noticeably, but are similar

in important respects. In all the models, solution methods are chosen
on the basis of some or all of a small set of featuremi: whether the
sign in the ,e.xpression is plus or minus, the location of the unknown
term in the expression, the size of the smaller term given in the
problem, and the size of the gap between terms of the problem. We
do not have strong evidence that these are the only features subjects
use in selecting solution methods, but the models based on these
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features seem to give a reasonable account of the individual data.
Furthermore, when the data of different subjects are pooled, choice
of solution methods relates to the sizes of gaps and the minimum
terms in systematic ways, suggesting that the inferences made about
individual subjects were not completely fortuitous. A composite
model developed to account for general trends in the pooled data may
be "considered as a kind of prototypic procedure. It-seems reasonable
to consider the individual subjects' procedures as variations on the
same general theme, differing in detail but all based on the same
general principles.

The results of this study aKe generally consistent with conclu-
sions that have been taken from studies of numerical computation.
Of course, in numerical computation the method of translating and
adding or subtracting does not occur. However, the occurrence of
Method II for addition problems is consistent with observations that
in adding numbers, reaction time is approximately a linear function
of the smaller addend (Groen. & Parkman, 1972; Groenz.& Resnick,
1977). --3

The relation between our results and the previous findings con-
cerning numerical subtraction are slightly more complek. The
finding is that for subtraction problems of the forrrl,.s - n = ? (Woods,
Resnick., & Groen, 1975) and for rpissing addend problems of the
form m ? = s (Groen & Poll, 19573), reaction time is approximately
linearly related to the minimum of two terms, the size of the term to
be subtracted r(21. or n), and the size of the gap between the two terms.
It seems unlikely that subjects determine both the sizes of minimum
term and the gap before choosing a method of solution, especially
when the size of the gap is the answer. However, tests of the kinds
included in our models would also lead to the observed data. Method
III and Method IV require an amount of processing roughly proportional
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to the size of the term being subtracted. In subtraction problems,
Method II requires an amount of procesding roughly proportional to
the size of the gap between the term. U Method III or Method IV wais
chosen when a small term is to be subtracted, and if Method II was 1
chosen when there is a small gap, then in a majority of problems the
smaller of these two quantities would determine the time required /Or
processing.

We have not discussed one problematic aspect of our models that
relates closely to the process of subtracting numbers as well. The
models include tests for the size of a ,gap between terms, and we asp
sume that small gaps can be detected prior to counting their exact
sizes. A possible mechanism for this is related to recent Proposali
(Banks, in press; Banks, Fujii, & Rayra-Stuart, 1976; Koaslyn, '

Murphy., Bemesderfer, & Feinstein, 1977) that we have information.
about ordered objects (presumably including letters) that is hierar-
chical in nature. For our experiment, suppose that the letters A R.

are stored in five or six categories, perhaps with A, B, and C classed
as very, small, D, E, and F classed asmnall, G, H, I, and J classed
as medium, and so on. A mechanism for identifying small gaps would
be a test to see whether the two terms of a problem are in the same .

category. This would not lead to P perfectly consistent classification.
A pair of terms could be in adjacent 'categories and be cla.sied as far
apart, yet be closer than some pairs that came from single categories.
However, the judgment would be strongly'correlated with actual gap
size. In reality, it is u..Ilikely th'at the boundaries between categories
are firmly fixed, and additional information such as adfacency of letters
probably is available regardless of the category boundaries. On.the
other hand, it seerirks quite likely that 'subjects in our experiment -could
have used knowledge about the general loCatioas of letters in the alphai:-
bet, and that seems to provide a plausible mechanism that would per-
mit small gips to be identified.
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A question on which we hoped to get information in this study is
the process by which the syntactic structures of various problem for-
mats are identified. The various forms of problems involVing unknowns
in differe nt locations have been used in school arithmetic instruction,
presumably to strengthen stude'nts' understanding of the meaning of
arithmetic expressions. Our procedural models do not inclUde compo-
nents that represent parsing in any interesting way. Instead, the
decision to add or subtract the terms is made by a simple pattern
recognizer that identifies an additionproblem if there is either of two

\.specific configurations involving the sign and the location of the un-
known, and performs a subtraction procedure in the other cases. It
would be very hard to prove that procedures used by human problem
solvers are as simple as those in our models, but the simple process
that we have included is sufficient for the task and seems to agree
well with our own introspections when we perform the task.

Another formal issue that is related to our findings involves the
commutative property of addition and the inverse relation of addition
and subtraction. Commutativitx is presupposed by Method U for addl-

.tion problems, since the larger tern is used.as the starting point of
the count, regardless of its position. Our findingedo not add signif-

. icant'information to that already available on this point (Groen. &
-Parkman, 1972; Groen & Resnick, 1977), except perhaps that our

111

failure to find differences between m + n = ? and? - n = m may
indicate that the recognition of comrnutativity is independent of the
format in which an-addition question is given.

On the.other hand, there is interesting information-in our results
c oncerning the inverse relation of addition and subtraction. A simple
statement of .the inverse property is that m + n = ? and ? - n = m are

)
.....

alternative statements of the same question, and similarly, s -, n = ?,
? + n = 12, it - ? = m, and rm + ? = s all ask the same-question. It .



might be expected, then, that thee same procedure would be used to
find the answers in all cases involving the same question. Our results
are consistent with that possibility in.the case of addition problems
m + n = ? and ? - n = m. However, there apparently were differences,
at least in detail, between procedures used for solving subtraction.
problems and missing addend problems. The method of.ccounting the
size of the gap, Method II, was used more frequently for missing
addend problems, suggesting that the gap between the terms might be
apprehended more clearly or directly for missing addend than for sub-
traction sentences. A possibility that seems worth considering, is
that a valid reason for including the various forms of incomplete nurc
ber sentences in school instruction might relate to increasing children's

L.

flexibility in retrieving arithmetic facts with varying retrieval cues.
It seems unlikely that these tasks provide significant strengthening of
children's understanding of the syntax of arithmetic, but a flexible
retrieval system related to various forms of qu.estions could be con-
sidered a significant operational foim of understanding the inverse
relationship between addition and subtraction.
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